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ABSTRACT The effects of cholesterol (Chol) on phospholipid bilayers include ordering of the fatty acyl chains, condensing of
the lipids in the bilayer plane, and promotion of the liquid-ordered phase. These effects depend on the type of phospholipids in the
bilayer and are determined by the nature of the underlying molecular interactions. As for Chol, it has been shown to interact more
favorably with sphingomyelin than with most phosphatidylcholines, which in given circumstances leads to formation of lateral
domains. However, the exact origin and nature of Chol-phospholipid interactions have recently been subjects of speculation. We
examine interactions between Chol, palmitoylsphingomyelin (PSM) and palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) in
hydrated lipid bilayers by extensive atom-scale molecular dynamics simulations. We employ a tailored lipid conﬁguration:
Individual PSM and Chol monomers, as well as PSM-Chol dimers, are embedded in a POPC lipid bilayer in the liquid crystalline
phase. Such a setup allows direct comparison of dimeric and monomeric PSMs and Chol, which ultimately shows how the small
differences in PSM and POPC structure can lead to profoundly different interactions with Chol. Our analysis shows that direct
hydrogen bonding between PSM and Chol does not provide an adequate explanation for their putative speciﬁc interaction.
Rather, a combination of charge-pairing, hydrophobic, and van der Waals interactions leads to a lower tilt in PSM neighboring
Chol than in Chol with only POPC neighbors. This implies improved Chol-induced ordering of PSM’s chains over POPC’s chains.
These ﬁndings are discussed in the context of the hydrophobic mismatch concept suggested recently.
INTRODUCTION
The lipid bilayer is responsible for some remarkable physical
properties of cellular membranes, for they are as tight and
robust as they are thin and ﬂexible (1,2). Membrane proteins
in turn are responsible for speciﬁc membrane functions such
as signaling, channeling, or cell recognition (1,2). Based on
these fundamental roles of lipids and proteins in biological
membranes, our views on their detailed molecular organi-
zation have been changing for the past decade.
The classical Singer-Nicolson model of membrane struc-
ture of 1972 (3) has proven to be highly useful but incom-
plete. It describes the lipid bilayer part of cell membranes as
a uniform ﬂuid phase, in which all membrane proteins dis-
solve and diffuse evenly (3). Yet, studies of model mem-
branes show that bilayer mixtures of already a few different
physiological lipids exhibit rather complex phase behavior
(1,4). In particular, sphingolipids and other phospholipids
with mostly saturated fatty acid residues can form a liquid-
ordered (lo) phase that may coexist in the bilayer with a
conformationally more disordered (ld) phase (1,5).
The formation of the lo phase is greatly facilitated by the
presence of cholesterol (Chol), which partitions rather into
an lo than an ld lipid environment (6–8). The coexistence of lo
and ld phases inﬂict lateral ﬁne structure on a lipid bilayer:
Separate lo domains are known to form in the ld matrix
of model membranes that mimic physiological conditions
(6–8). Understandably, the phase behavior of real cell mem-
brane lipid bilayers, which contain hundreds of different
lipids (2,9), is even more complex and domain formation in
them is not fully established (10,11).
In the case of lipid domains in cell membranes, as so often
in biology, structural aspects are closely related to function:
Their possible physiological consequences were ﬁrst de-
scribed in the lipid raft model, introduced by Simons and
Ikonen in 1997 (12). In this model, certain membrane pro-
teins were suggested to segregate in lo lipid domains, or rafts,
while others are excluded from them (2,8,9,12–14). The
earliest functions connected to lipid rafts were protein traf-
ﬁcking and cell signaling (12). Later on, raft lipids have been
associated also with viral budding, prion diseases, and can-
cer, though clearcut evidence is lacking (11,13,14). Nev-
ertheless, it is nowadays largely accepted that the functioning
of proteins in membranes depends on their local membrane
composition, which highlights the role of lipid membranes in
the understanding of various cellular functions. For example,
insulin receptor activity is greatly inhibited in kidney cells
grown with desmosterol instead of Chol (15).
Full understanding of lipid domains and in particular
raftlike ordered patches in cell membranes requires detailed
knowledge of their properties in model membranes (6). Yet,
the exact mechanisms of lo domain formation are largely
unknown (6,7,14). While the presence of Chol is generally
reckoned to be a necessary requirement for lo phase formation,
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in satisfying detail. In particular, Chol is thought to interact
preferentially with sphingolipids such as sphingomyelin
(SM)—a major component of lipid rafts—rather than with
comparable glycerophospholipids. For instance, Chol frac-
tions of 0.3 or more have been shown to reduce the bilayer
lateral elasticity by up to 25% more in palmitoyl (16:0) or
stearoyl (18:0) SM than in their chain-matched PC analogs
myristoyl (14:0)-palmitoyl PC and myristoyl-stearoyl PC
(16). The same study showed similar observations also in a
monounsaturated case. What is more, the rate of Chol desorp-
tion from SM monolayers into a water-b-cyclodextrin solu-
tion is signiﬁcantly slower than that from dipalmitoyl PC
(17,18). In addition, several partitioning experiments indicate
a preference of Chol for SM over acyl-chain matching PC (7).
The origin of this putative speciﬁc Chol-SM interac-
tion has remained unresolved despite different attempts of
explanation, including direct hydrogen bonding, hydropho-
bic mismatch, and lipid packing. SM features two potential
hydrogen bond (H-bond) donors in the bilayer interfacial
region, while PC features none. Consequently, the formation
of direct H-bonds between SM donors and the Chol oxygen
is a commonly proposed mechanism of SM–Chol interaction
(8,16,19,20). An infrared spectroscopy study hinted that,
after inclusion of Chol, SM H-bonding patterns change more
than those of PC. These changes included a change in
H-bonding of the SM amide group with water (21), possibly
involving direct SM–Chol H-bonds. Other experiments
suggest that Chol association with phospholipids is driven
by minimization of hydrophobic mismatch (22,23) instead of
any speciﬁc interactions. In that line of thought, Chol gathers
at the interfaces of lipid bilayer regions of different hydro-
phobic thickness, regardless of the involved phospholipids.
In this way, Chol would promote the formation of ordered
patches by signiﬁcantly reducing the associated line tension
between the thicker (more ordered) and thinner (less ordered)
bilayer regions. Another idea based on hydrophobic inter-
actions is that phospholipid headgroups may help to shield
bilayer Chols from unwanted water contact (the so-called
umbrella model) (24). An experimental NMR comparison of
Chol interactions with synthetic DPPC and natural brain SM
(two phospholipid mixtures with similar main-chain transi-
tion temperatures) found only minor differences between
both two-component systems (25). This lead the authors to
the conclusion that, in actual cellular membranes, Chol pref-
erence for SM probably arises mainly from the higher sat-
uration levels of SM compared to other phospholipids (25).
The case of Chol–SM interactions highlights why a
thorough understanding of lipid-lipid interactions is crucial
to the understanding of the basic principles of membrane func-
tion. In the past 10 years simulation methods have developed
far enough to help tackle lipid membrane problems. Espe-
cially the atomic-level picture provided by molecular dynam-
ics (MD) has become an important complementary means to
the understanding of soft-matter systems (26–30). MD sim-
ulations should be well suited to shed light on some open
questions about lo phases and lipid rafts, particularly regarding
the atom-level mechanisms of phospholipid-Chol interactions
and their implications on domain formation. First steps have
already been taken in that direction (31–38).
This study continues to develop this idea: Atomic level
MD simulations are analyzed for speciﬁc interactions of
Chol, palmitoyl sphingomyelin (PSM, a typical raft lipid),
and palmitoyl-oleoyl phosphatidylcholine (POPC). A special
lipid setup was chosen to address the problem from a novel
perspective: the dilute limit of only few SM and Chol mol-
ecules in a matrix of monosaturated glycerophospholipids.
The analysis presented in this work focuses on speciﬁc, atomic
level mechanisms of the interactions between the involved
lipids. Therefore, it provides a foundation for further studies
on actual lipid raft formation.
SIMULATION DETAILS
We have simulated a three-component lipid bilayer com-
prised of palmitoyl-sphingomyelin (PSM), palmitoyl-oleoyl-
phosphatidylcholine (POPC), and cholesterol (Chol) in
explicit water using the GROMACS package (39,40). Chem-
ical structures of the involved lipids are shown in Fig. 1.
We employ a special lipid conﬁguration tailored to study
the problem of speciﬁc interactions: a matrix of 992 POPC
lipids (496 per monolayer) embedded with PSM and Chol
monomers (four each per monolayer) as well as PSM-Chol
dimers (four dimers per monolayer). Thus, in total, this sys-
tem features 1024 lipids in molar fractions of POPC/PSM/
Chol 62:1:1. A snapshot of one monolayer of this system is
shown in Fig. 2.
Starting coordinates for the system were obtained by
expanding a previously equilibrated POPC bilayer (41) to a
total number of 1024 lipids. We replaced 32 selected POPC
molecules to result in a POPC matrix with eight Chol–PSM
dimers and 16 monomers that are as far away as possible
from each other. The force-ﬁeld parameters for POPC (42),
PSM (35), and Chol (43) were obtained from previously
published works. The system was fully hydrated with 27.8
SPC water molecules per lipid (44), resulting in a total of
138,147 atoms. Using GROMACS (39,40) for integrating
the equations of motion with a 2 fs time step, the system was
initially equilibrated with a Langevin thermostat in NVT-
ensemble (for 50 ps) and then in NpT ensemble (for 500 ps).
The ﬁrst 5 ns of the actual simulation were run in NpT
ensemble (T ¼ 310 K, p ¼ 1 atm) using Berendsen ther-
mostat and barostat (45), after which we switched to the
Nose´-Hoover thermostat (46,47) and Parrinello-Rahman
(48,49) barostat to produce the correct ensemble. The chosen
temperature of 310 K is well above the main phase transition
temperature of POPC (Tm¼ 268 K (50)), the lipid that forms
the bulk of the simulated bilayer. The pressure coupling was
applied in a semi-isotropic way to result in zero surface ten-
sion. Long-range electrostatic interactions were accounted
for by the reaction-ﬁeld technique (with rc ¼ 2.0 nm and
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er ¼ 80), whereas 1.0 nm cutoff was used for the Lennard-
Jones interactions. Reaction-ﬁeld has been shown to be a
reliable method for simulating noncharged lipid bilayers,
giving results that are comparable to those of the particle-
mesh Ewald method (51). The total simulation time was
50 ns. For the analysis, we have considered the last 40 ns of
the trajectory.
RESULTS
Structural and dynamic features
Before going into detailed analysis, we collect some overall
properties of the system. Calculating them separately for
PSMs and POPCs with and without Chol neighbor reveals
ﬁrst differences in phospholipid-Chol interactions.
Equilibration and area per molecule
The area per molecule is a central structural quantity for lipid
bilayers. In simulations, it is often used as a measure of
system equilibration. Fig. 3 shows this quantity, calculated
as the quotient of simulation box size over number of lipids
per monolayer. Since the simulated composition is very close
to the all-POPC system used as the starting structure, the
system reached a dynamic equilibrium rather quickly, within
10 ns. After equilibration, the mean area per molecule attains
a value of A ¼ 0.66 6 0.01 nm2. The original all-POPC
structure featured an area per lipid of A ¼ 0.69 nm2, a value
that decreased quickly during the initial 50 ps stochastic
simulation. A recent experimental study of pure POPC
bilayers resulted in an area per lipid of A ¼ 0.683 6 0.015
nm2 at a temperature of 303 K (52). Thus, the POPC force
ﬁeld we use in this simulation reproduces the experimental
area per lipid very well.
Density proﬁle
The electron density proﬁle across the bilayer is shown in
Fig. 4 separately for the different lipid species with or with-
out speciﬁc nearest neighbors. More speciﬁcally, the density
FIGURE 1 Structures of palmitoyl-
oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC, left),
cholesterol (Chol,middle), and palmitoyl-
sphingomyelin (PSM, right). Despite their
broad structural similarities, POPC and
PSM interact differently with Chol.
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graphs of PSM and Chol in PSM–Chol pairs and those of
PSM and Chol monomers are shown separately.
The width of the bilayer, measured as the separation of the
total electron density peaks, is 3.5 nm. To facilitate com-
parison to experiments of pure POPC bilayers, we also cal-
culated the peak-to-peak distance of the combined electron
density of only POPC and water, which resulted in a value of
3.64 nm (graph not shown). This is just slightly less than
previous results for pure POPC bilayers, such as the 3.9 nm
and 3.7 nm measured by x-ray scattering (52,53), or the
result of 3.7 nm found in a MD simulation of a pure POPC
bilayer (with a slightly different force ﬁeld than used here)
(W. Zhao, T. Ro´g, A. A. Gurtovenko, I. Vattulainen, and
M. Karttunen, unpublished; S. Ollila, M. T. Hyvo¨nen, and
I. Vattulainen, unpublished).
Comparing the proﬁles of PSM with and without Chol
neighbor hints of an important Chol effect: In the region,
where the Chol density is highest, the PSM density is
reduced. Chol seems to ﬂatten the SM density and push it
farther up in the bilayer, a clear sign of Chol-induced lipid
ordering. The peak-to-peak distances of electron densities
can be used as a measure of the hydrophobic thickness of
individual lipid components. For POPC and non-Chol neigh-
boring PSM this gives a similar measure (;2.7 nm). Already
one Chol neighbor raises this measure in PSM to;3.3 nm, a
signiﬁcantly higher value, but still far from that seen in one-
component PSM bilayers (;4.2 nm (35)).
Order parameters
The conformational ordering of lipid acyl chains is described
by the deuterium order parameter,
SCD ¼ 1
2
Æ3cos2u 1æ; (1)
where u is the angle between a selected C–H vector and the
reference direction (bilayer normal). In a united-atom sim-
ulation, SCD can be derived from the carbon chain positions,
by assuming the hydrogens at their equilibrium bond angles.
This derivation starts from the general order parameter tensor
S for the carbon atoms,
Sij ¼ 1
2
Æ3cosuicosuj  dijæ; (2)
in which ui is the angle between the i
th molecular axis and the
bilayer normal (56). At any nonterminal carbon position Cn
along the chain, the molecular axis system can be deﬁned
FIGURE 2 Snapshot of one monolayer of the simulated system. For
clarity, PSM (red) and Chol (blue) are rendered with a space-ﬁlling model,
while the POPC matrix is rendered with sticks. In both monolayers, the
system features four PSM monomers, four Chol monomers, and four PSM-
Chol dimers.
FIGURE 3 Area per lipid versus time for the simulated bilayer.
FIGURE 4 Electron densities of different lipids with and without speciﬁc
nearest neighbors.
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using neighboring carbon atoms of the chain: The z axis is
taken to be the (normalized) vector Cn1Cn11
!
, the x axis is
the unit vector perpendicular to Cn1Cn
!
and CnCn11
!
, and the
y axis is the cross product of the z and x axes. Now, for
hydrogens in a sp3 hybridized CH2 group, this reduces to
SCD ¼ 2
3
Sxx1
1
3
Syy: (3)
For a sp2 hybridized CH group with an in-plane hydrogen
at angle 120 we get
SCD ¼ 1
4
Szz1
3
4
Syy7
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2
Syz: (4)
The SCD order parameters for the individual acyl chains are
shown in Fig. 5 separately for those chains that interact with
Chol and for those that do not. More speciﬁcally, the whole
POPC matrix represents POPC without Chol contact, the
monomeric PSM represents PSM without Chol contact, and
the PSM in PSM–Chol pairs represents PSM with Chol con-
tact. To establish POPC lipids with Chol contact, the order
proﬁle was collected for those POPCs, whose center-of-mass
is the closest neighbor of a Chol center-of-mass, in terms of
distance in the two dimensions of the bilayer plane (i.e., in
the x,y plane).
Except for the unsaturated carbon positions, POPC and
PSMwithout Chol neighbor are about equally ordered. Since
the PSM ordering falls short of that found in pure PSM-
bilayers (35,57), it seems reasonable to state that the PSM
monomers adopt the (lesser) ordering of the POPC matrix.
Interaction with Chol changes this: Being nearest neighbor
to a Chol increases the order of PSM chains more than it
increases the order of POPC chains. While the mean POPC
order grows by 0.041 for palmitoyl (to 0.201) and by 0.042
for oleoyl (to 0.173), the mean PSM order rises by 0.067 for
the sphingosine base (to 0.224) and 0.066 for the palmitoyl
residue (to 0.230). These numbers underline two general
properties of Chol also seen in experiments: its ordering
effect, and a preference for SM over a monounsaturated PC.
A recent 2H-NMR study of a pure POPC bilayer at 321 K
found a mean order parameter value of SCD¼ 0.1466 0.003
for the whole palmitoyl chain (57), and a mean value of
SCD ¼ 0.185 6 0.004 for the plateau region of the palmitoyl
chain. The plateau region chosen in (57) corresponds to chain
positions 3–5 in Fig. 5. This experiment allows for a com-
parison with our simulated system, which consists mostly of
POPC. In the simulation, the mean order of POPC-palmitoyl
without contact to neither a Chol nor a PSM is SCD ¼ 0.152
6 0.005 for the whole chain and SCD ¼ 0.184 6 0.005 for
carbon positions 3–5. The agreement with the experimental
values is very good.
Cholesterol tilt and ordering
We deﬁne the Chol tilt as the angle that the vector across the
steroid nucleus (from C21 to C5 in Fig. 1) forms with the
bilayer normal. Distributions of this tilt are shown in Fig. 6
separately for the Chol in PSM-Chol pairs and the mono-
meric Chol. The averaged tilt angles are 25 for Chol with
PSM neighbor and 33 for Chol without.
Recently, we established a relationship of a sterol’s tilt
angle to its local ordering effect: A higher sterol tilt weakens
the ordering effect on the sterol’s nearest neighbors (58). The
same relationship applies in this system as well: The mean
order parameters of the acyl chains of Chol nearest neighbors
as a function of Chol’s tilt are shown in Fig. 7. The clear
downward slopes indicate a weakened ordering with higher
Chol tilt. In a more detailed analysis (data not shown), we
found that the observed effect splits into two contributions.
First, an increased tilt of cholesterol decreases the trans/
gauche fraction of the neighboring acyl chain, which is
reﬂected as a decrease in the order parameter values. Second,
a more tilted cholesterol also increases the overall tilt of the
neighboring acyl chains, causing an additional decrease in
the order parameter values.
FIGURE 5 SCD order parameters of the acyl chains of phospholipids
without contact to a Chol molecule (upper graph) and of those that have a
Chol as a nearest neighbor (lower graph). SPbase refers to the sphingosine
chain of PSM.
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PSM and POPC both carry palmitoyl residues, which can
be compared as suggested by the lines in Fig. 7. It seems as if
the different tilts of PSM neighboring and non-PSM neigh-
boring Chol explain a major part of the observation, that
Chol orders PSM better than POPC. Now, having estab-
lished the importance of the Chol tilt, we should put special
emphasis on the effects of different interaction mechanisms
on the Chol tilt.
Headgroup orientations
A revealing quantity for studying phosphocholine headgroup
structure and interactions is the headgroup orientation dis-
tribution, as measured using the angle of the P-N vector
(from the phosphate to the nitrogen) with the bilayer normal.
Such distributions are plotted in Fig. 8. Neighborship to
Chol was determined similarly as in the calculation of the
order proﬁles (i.e., using the POPC matrix, the monomeric
PSM, the paired PSM, and POPCs that are closest neighbors
to Chol). The headgroup orientations of non-Chol neighbor-
ing PSMs and that of all (i.e., mostly non-Chol neighboring)
POPCs have similar shapes, with the PSM distribution
peaking at a lower angle than the POPC distribution (70 vs.
85). As a reference for pure POPC, a simulation of DPPC
(with a similar force ﬁeld than used here for POPC) resulted
in a monomodal P-N angle distribution peaking at 90 (35).
Comparing that result to Fig. 8 shows that POPC headgroup
orientation is very similar to that of DPPC. Since a sim-
ulation of a hydrated PSM-only bilayer with the same force
ﬁeld showed a bimodal P-N vector angular distribution, with
peaks at 55 and 105 (35), the appearance of a monomodal
distribution in non-Chol neighboring PSM suggests that the
POPC headgroups inﬂict their preferred orientation also onto
the headgroups of the PSM monomers.
Interactions with Chol bring remarkable changes to the
headgroup orientations. The angular distribution of the
headgroups of those PSMs that are in contact with Chol
becomes bimodal, with maxima at 60 and 115. The POPC
distribution remains monomodal but with a narrower maxi-
mum at an increased angle of 100. Thus, when a PSM has
just one Chol as nearest neighbor, the neighboring POPC
headgroups no longer inﬂict their orientation on its head-
group. Presumably the PSM choline moves into the free
space above the Chol, which has hardly any headgroup of its
own. In this way, the headgroup-free space of Chol allows a
neighboring PSM to adopt headgroup orientations similar to
those in the pure PSM bilayer. To visualize different possible
headgroup orientations, snapshots of a PSM molecule with
and without Chol neighbor are shown in Fig. 9.
Other factors that cause shifts toward higher angles for
both POPC and PSM headgroups are charge-pair interac-
tions between the choline nitrogen moiety and Chol oxygens,
FIGURE 7 Order parameter of Chol neighboring chains (mean SCD
averaged over all carbons in a chain) plotted against that Chol’s tilt angle.
The added lines indicate the average tilts of PSM neighboring Chol (25)
and monomeric Chol (33). Neighborship to cholesterol was established
using a 0.7 nm cutoff for the center-of-mass distances in the bilayer plane
(the x,y plane).
FIGURE 8 Orientation distributions of choline headgroups, measured as
the angle uPN of the P-N vector with the outward bilayer normal. Of all
POPCs, only a small fraction is in contact with Chol. SM without chol refers
to the monomeric non-Chol neighboring PSMs. POPC/PSM with chol nn
contains only those lipids that actually have a Chol as nearest neighbor.
FIGURE 6 Distribution of Chol tilt angles for those Chols with a PSM
neighbor and those without.
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as well as hydrophobic interactions in the sense of Chol
water shielding. These aspects will be revisited later.
Rotational motions
Along with lateral translation, rotation around a molecular
axis is a major degree of freedom of bilayer lipids. In a liquid-
ordered (lo) phase, rotational motion should be restricted just
as acyl chain conformational changes are. Thus, Chol—an
efﬁcient promoter of the lo phase—should affect rotational
motions of neighboring lipids. We study rotational motions
using second rank reorientational autocorrelation functions
C2(t),
C2ðtÞ ¼ 1
2
Æ3½m/ðtÞ  m/ð0Þ2  1æ; (5)
where m/ðtÞ is a unit vector that deﬁnes the chosen rota-
tional mode. We examine two rotational modes, one in the
headgroup and one in the interfacial region, separately for
the POPC matrix and the Chol paired and non-Chol paired
PSM. The headgroup mode was deﬁned as the vector from
phosphate to nitrogen (P–N vector), while the interfacial
vector was taken from carbons G1 to G3 in POPC and SPH-3
to SPH-1 in SM (see Fig. 1).
The resulting autocorrelation functions are shown in Fig.
10. Since the motions of the examined lipid parts are limited,
the autocorrelation functions do not decay to zero. Instead,
their plateau values represent inherent ordering of the studied
vectors (59,60). It seems that our simulation is not long
enough for the autocorrelation functions to reach their
plateau values. Yet, Fig. 10 contains interesting information
about the mobility of the studied lipid parts in different local
lipid compositions.
The POPC matrix is mostly without Chol contact, so its
rotations should be compared to those of PSMs without a
Chol neighbor. But, since ;10% of POPCs have a Chol
neighbor, the rotations of non-Chol neighboring POPC are
probably a bit faster than indicated in Fig. 10. Keeping that in
mind, headgroup reorientations in POPC and PSM without
Chol contact seem about equally fast (a bit slower in POPC),
whereas interfacial reorientations are slower in (non-Chol
neighboring) PSM than in POPC. The latter ﬁnding is prob-
ably due to PSM intermolecular hydrogen bonding (see next
section).
Interaction with Chol slows down PSM rotations remark-
ably, both in the headgroup as well as the interfacial regions.
In both regions, the C2(t) decay half-times grow approxi-
mately fourfold. A less stringent analysis of reorientations of
Chol-neighboring POPCs shows that Chol contact slows
POPC rotations, but far less than it does in PSM (data not
shown): Decay half-times in the interfacial region roughly
double, while those in the headgroup region grow only
slightly.
Hydrogen bonding
Although classical MD simulations fail to include quantum
effects (such as proton sharing) entirely, many such simu-
lations have been able to predict the correct qualitative static
and dynamic features of water and other hydrogen-bonding
liquids (61). In this work, we employ geometric criteria to
deﬁne a hydrogen bond (H-bond): the acceptor-hydrogen
distance dAH , 0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor
angle uDHA , 90. Geometric conditions like these are a
commonly used operational deﬁnition in the ﬁeld (35,62,63).
The average hydrogen-bond numbers for the different lipids
are gathered in Table 1. In the following sections, we will
analyze them in more detail.
PSM H-bonding
In the simulation of the dilute system, hardly any direct
H-bonds form between PSM and Chol (0.086 0.02 H-bonds
FIGURE 9 Simulation snapshots representing typical PSM orientations,
for a PSM without Chol neighbor (left) and a PSM with Chol neighbor
(right). The PSM and Chol in the right image form a charge pair between the
headgroup positive charge and the Chol oxygen (see Charge-Pairing).
FIGURE 10 C2 reorientational autocorrelation functions of vectors in the
headgroup (P-N) and in the interfacial region for POPC/PSMmolecules with
(w) or without (no) Chol contact.
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on average per Chol-PSM pair). Thus, direct H-bonding
of PSM and Chol is too rare to be considered of importance for
the lipid-lipid interactions. Yet, the simulations show a change
in the PSM amide group’s H-bonding to water as a con-
sequence of Chol interactions: The H–N–C¼O entity of a
PSM without a Chol neighbor forms on average 0.456 0.03
H-bonds to water, while that of a PSM with a Chol neighbor
forms only 0.34 6 0.12 of them. Therefore, just as in the IR
spectroscopy experiment (21), interactions with Chol change
the SM amide group’s H-bonding to water. However, at least
under the conditions of this simulation, this is not due to
direct SM–Chol H-bonds.
Instead of binding to Chol, the PSM donors are occupied
with forming H-bonds to POPC (through the N–H group)
and intramolecular H-bonds (the O–H group). The intramo-
lecular PSM H-bond forms between the hydroxyl group and
oxygens of the phosphate group, mostly oxygen atom OPa
(see Fig. 1), and is virtually always present in every PSM
molecule. This intramolecular H-bond has been found to be
very stable and popular also in other simulations of all-PSM
bilayers, using both the same PSM force ﬁeld as here (35) as
well as an all-atom CHARMM force ﬁeld in an earlier study
(64). The four oxygens and net negative charge of the phos-
phate group probably stabilize this H-bond. PSM intramo-
lecular H-bonding is increased in those PSMs with Chol
contact: While the number of O–H   OPa contacts remain
virtually one, the number of O–H  OPb H-bond-like con-
tacts increases from 0.08 6 0.01 per non-Chol neighboring
PSM to 0.12 6 0.02 per Chol-neighboring PSM. The re-
sulting case of a proton being shared between three oxygens
is probably unphysical. Nonetheless, the increase in OH  OPb
H-bonds is indicative of a strengthening interaction. This
increase in intramolecular H-bonding is related to a change
in headgroup orientations (see below).
It is important to remember that the studied three-
component system features merely pairs of Chol and PSM.
It does not allow conclusions about PSM-Chol H-bonding in
a two-component (or mostly two-component) phase. A
simulation study of SM-Chol bilayers found diverse hydro-
gen bonding between these lipids (33). Thus, the virtually
complete absence of direct SM-Chol H-bonds probably
results from the dilute PSM and Chol concentrations, so that
PSM has to compete with POPC about the popularity of
H-bonds to Chol. Chol prefers H-bonds to POPC, while
PSM prefers intramolecular H-bonds (O–H group) and those
to POPC (N–H group).
PSM and POPC form, on average, 0.93 H-bonds per PSM
molecule through the N–H donor of PSM. All POPC ester-
bond oxygens participate as acceptors. H-bonding of the SM
amide group to neighboring phospholipids has been estab-
lished in other studies as well (35,65). Such H-bonds prob-
ably stabilize the PSM molecule orientation with respects
to its neighbors. It seems reasonable to assume that PSM
intermolecular H-bonding explains its slower reorientations
in the interfacial region (see Rotational Motions).
POPC-Chol
POPC and Chol form on average 0.85 H-bonds per Chol, i.e.,
far more than Chol forms with PSM. In these H-bonds, the
Chol hydroxyl group acts as donor while POPC ester bond
oxygens (in 90% of bonds) and phosphate oxygen OPb (in
10% of bonds) act as acceptors. Notably, oxygen Ob2 of the
oleoyl chain is the by far most common acceptor of POPC-
Chol H-bonds, acting as acceptor in two-thirds of the bonds.
Thus, Ob2 is better suited to accept Chol H-bonds than the
other POPC oxygens, including those of the saturated fatty
acid residue.
H-bonding to POPC has interesting effects on the Chol tilt.
Chol without a PSM neighbor has an average tilt of 34when
H-bonded to POPC, but only 28 when not H-bonded to
POPC. The equivalent numbers for Chol with PSM neighbor
are 25 (with H-bond to POPC) and 24 (without H-bond to
POPC). H-bonding to oxygens in the interfacial region might
force Chol to keep rather low in the bilayer, which in turn
would cause a higher Chol tilt. In addition, PSM neighboring
Chol has signiﬁcantly lower tilts when H-bonded to POPC
oxygens Oa2 and Ob2 (;25) than when H-bonded to POPC
oxygens Oa1 and Ob1 (;30).
Direct H-bonding is a rather favorable interaction. It is
especially pronounced between Chol and POPC. Yet, such
H-bonds enforce a high tilt on the Chol, especially if that
Chol is not neighboring a PSM. The higher Chol tilt in turn
weakens the ordering and condensing effects of Chol, as well
as other forms of interactions, which are analyzed next.
Charge-pairing
Both phospholipids in the simulation feature a positive
charge in the amide moiety of their choline headgroups.
Thus, they interact favorably with oxygens, all of which
carry negative partial charges. In the context of this study,
the most relevant oxygen for a choline group to pair with is
the cholesterol oxygen.
The fundamental nature of such N1(CH3)3  O interac-
tions is ambiguous: Some consider them to be hydrogen
bonds, with the partially charged methyl groups acting as
donors (37). Others prefer to talk simply about charge-pair
TABLE 1 Average numbers of hydrogen bonds per
corresponding pair for different molecules
POPC PSM Water
POPC — 0.93 6.99
PSM without Chol 0.93 1.08* 6.39
PSM with Chol 0.93 1.12* 6.2
Chol without PSM 0.88 — 0.54
Chol with PSM 0.82 0.08 0.44
*PSM intramolecular H-bonds, including both OH  OPa and OH  OPb
contacts.
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interactions (62). Quantum chemical calculations indeed
suggest that a carbon with an electronegative substituent can
donate a proton to an oxygen, forming a H-bond-like in-
teraction (66). Yet, this interaction was found to be ener-
getically weaker than a classical OH  O H-bond, and to
react less sensitively to changes in donor-hydrogen-acceptor
angles and distances (66). The CH  O interaction decays
more slowly with increasing H  O distance, so, at certain
distances, it can be effectively stronger than a OH  O
H-bond (66).
In the united atom descriptions of the simulations at hand,
no choline group hydrogens are included explicitly. This
forbids a similar geometric analysis of the N1(CH3)3  O
interaction than was used above for OH  O and NH  O
H-bonds. As an alternative, we employ an approach based on
groupwise Coulomb energies to analyze these interactions.
After all, the CH  O interaction is mainly of electrostatic
nature (66). In this work, the N1(CH3)3  O interaction is
referred to as a charge-pair interaction, because, as outlined
above, it is different from ‘‘classical’’ H-bonds. This choice
also distinguishes it from the OH  O and NH  O H-bonds
in the interfacial region of the bilayer, and reminds the reader
that, in this analysis, N1(CH3)3  O interactions are deﬁned
energetically, not geometrically.
Charge-pairing criterion
To study charge-pairing of choline groups to the polar atoms
of Chol, the Coulomb energy between the involved groups
(the nitrogen and the three adjacent methyl groups for the
phospholipid, and the C–O–H moiety for the cholesterol) is
calculated as a sum of atom-pairwise interactions. A charge-
pair binding mode is identiﬁed as a local maximum in the
negative tail of the interaction energy histograms (graphs not
shown). These choline-cholesterol-COH histograms have
local minima at 2.8 kcal/mol (POPC) and 2.5 kcal/mol
(PSM), with local maxima at 3.5 kcal/mol (POPC) and
4.0 kcal/mol (PSM). Thus, energy cutoffs of2.8 kcal/mol
(POPC) and 2.5 kcal/mol (PSM) give an operational def-
inition for charge-pair interactions. In a similar simulation,
Pandit et al. found a cutoff energy of 2.8 kcal/mol for the
interaction of the DPPC choline group and the Chol polar
atoms (37), which is exactly the same as observed here for
the POPC-Chol charge pairing. For comparison, the histo-
gram of the Chol OH to POPC Ob2 hydrogen bond has a
maximum at 11 kcal/mol (graph not shown). Thus, in this
simulation, the charge-pair interactions have roughly one-
third of the nominal strength of actual hydrogen bonds.
Charge-pairing occurrence
On average, there are 0.17 6 0.02 charge-pair bonds to a
PSM choline group per (PSM neighboring) Chol. To POPC
choline groups, there are on average 0.36 6 0.05 charge
pairs per PSM neighboring Chol and 0.44 6 0.06 charge
pairs per non-PSM neighboring Chol. Thus, between Chol
and PSM, charge pairs are more frequent than conventional
H-bonds. To put these numbers into proper relation, the
different conﬁguration numbers should be noted: Chol has
typically six closest POPC neighbors, but only at most one
PSM neighbor. Thus, if Chol formed charge pairs to both
phospholipids with equal probability, we should see 5–6
times more Chol-POPC charge pairs than Chol-PSM charge
pairs. This is obviously not the case, since Chol seems rather
eager to charge-pair to PSM instead of POPC.
To bind to a Chol oxygen, the phospholipid headgroup has
to bend low, deep into the interfacial region of the bilayer.
This can be clearly seen in the P-N vector angular distribu-
tions. Headgroups that are charge-pair-bonded have almost
exclusively P-N vector angles .90, with maxima at 110
(for POPC) and 125 (for PSM) (graphs not shown). Thus,
headgroup pairing with Chol oxygens helps to explain Chol-
induced shifts in P-N angle histogram maxima (see Fig. 8).
PSM structure and charge-pairing
PSM’s preference for higher headgroup angles and Chol’s
preference for charge pairs to PSM are probably caused by
certain structural differences in PSM and POPC. The intra-
molecular H-bonds between PSM hydroxyl groups and phos-
phate oxygens—without match in POPC—seem to pull the
headgroups down and stabilize their higher angles. Indeed,
as mentioned earlier, the prevalence of PSM intramolecular
OH  OPb H-bonds increases from 0.08 in Chol without a
PSM neighbor to 0.12 in Chol with a PSM neighbor, an in-
crease that is mostly explained by an increase to 0.18 in those
PSMwith a charge-pair bond to Chol. In a simulation of pure
SM and SM-Chol bilayers (with other force ﬁelds than those
used here), the frequency of the SM OHOPa intramolecular
bond rose remarkably in the bilayer system with Chol (33). It
seems reasonable to assume that this increase is connected to
SM choline charge-pairing to Chol oxygens.
The PSM choline also forms intramolecular charge pairs
with the carbonyl oxygen OPA of the same molecule. The
occurrence of this interaction is 0.14 charge pairs per PSM in
those PSM without a Chol neighbor, and 0.24 in those PSM
with a Chol neighbor. Again, it seems reasonable to believe
that this interaction stabilizes headgroup interactions with
Chol. In POPC, no charge pairs form between the choline
group and the corresponding carbonyl oxygen Ob2.
Other forms of interaction
Hydrophobic interactions
Hydrophobic interactions are the main factor that drives
structural lipids into bilayer form. Being of such overall
importance, they might be involved in lipid-lipid interactions
as well. After all, Chol is mostly hydrophobic, with only a
small polar headgroup.
Unfortunately, hydrophobic interactions are difﬁcult to
quantify energetically in molecular dynamics simulations.
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Water contact may be easily derived from a simulation, but the
free energies related to it are hard to establish. Therefore, in
this analysis, hydrophobic interactions are examined through
changes in Chol-water contact. To this end, density proﬁles of
water and the Chol nonpolar parts are calculated over small
cylinders centered around Chol molecules. In other words,
only atoms that are, in the x,y (bilayer) plane, within 0.7 nm of
the Chol center of mass are included in the density proﬁle. The
overlap of the densities of water and Chol nonpolar carbons
indicates unfavorable water contacts (see Fig. 11).
Upon visual inspection, no differences are visible in the
graphs of Fig. 11. As a measure for the water contact, the
area overlap of the density proﬁles of water and Chol carbons
(i.e., the striped area of the minimum of the two curves) can
be related to the total Chol carbon density area. This dimen-
sionless fraction j is then a measure for the unfavorable hy-
dration of the Chol nonpolar part,
j ¼
R
minðrwater; rcarbonÞR
rcarbon
; (6)
where r denotes electron density of the water or the cho-
lesterol carbon molecules.
For Chol with no PSM neighbor, this fraction is j ¼
0.17 6 0.03. For those with a PSM neighbor, this fraction is
j ¼ 0.15 6 0.03. Keeping in mind the bad statistics implied
by the dilute Chol (and PSM) concentration, these numbers
could be interpreted to point toward a better Chol water
shielding by PSM.
A more interesting point is the effect on the water contact
of choline headgroup charge-pairing to Chol. When the
cylindrical density calculations are restricted only to those
Chols, whose oxygen forms a charge pair to a PSM choline
group, the density overlap fraction drops to j ¼ 0.116 0.01.
However, for those non-PSM neighboring Chols that form
the same bond to a POPC choline group, this fraction
decreases merely to j ¼ 0.16 6 0.03. Thus, in these sim-
ulations, choline group charge-pairing to the Chol oxygen
(forming on average 0.17 6 0.02 charge pairs per Chol) is
responsible for a great part of the PSM-caused reduction in
Chol water contact.
When forming a charge pair with Chol oxygen, the PSM
headgroup folds down, after which it should be able to
accommodate the Chol underneath itself and protect it from
unwanted water contact (a snapshot of a charge-paired PSM-
Chol pair is shown in Fig. 9). The POPC headgroup does not
shield a neighboring Chol from water as well as the PSM
headgroup. This is probably related to the Chol tilt, which is
signiﬁcantly higher for Chols without PSM neighbor. A
more tilted Chol should be more accessible to water.
The differences in steric shielding by the choline headgroup
might explain the observed variation in Chol efﬂux rates from
SM and PC monolayers to cyclodextrin subphase (accelerat-
ing efﬂux with decreasing SM content (23)), and the reduced
accessibility of Chol oxidase to Chol in SM monolayers than
in PC monolayers (7,23).
Van der Waals interactions and lipid packing
Direct calculation of van der Waals energies is out of scope
of classical MD force ﬁelds. Those few lipid bilayer simula-
tion articles that analyze van der Waals interactions usually
examine only order parameters or atom packing, and relate
those directly to van der Waals interactions (e.g., in (67)). In
that spirit, since this work found Chol to order PSM more
than POPC (in the sense of the SCD order parameter), van der
Waals interactions between PSM and Chol can be seen as
more favorable than those between POPC and Chol. This
line of thought also means that a lower Chol tilt improves
van der Waals interactions and lipid packing.
Steric hindrance issues affect Chol-phospholipid orienta-
tions. To study lipid arrangements with reference to the Chol
a (smooth) and b (two protruding methyl groups) faces,
center-of-mass trajectories were produced for the Chols,
the protruding Chol methyl groups, and the individual
FIGURE 11 Hydrophobic interac-
tion calculation. Densities of water
and Chol are calculated inside small
cylinders (of radius 0.7 nm), that are
centered on Chol molecules (illustrated
above on the purple-colored choles-
terol molecule). Density overlap of
water and Chol nonpolar carbons (high-
lighted by stripes) indicates unfavor-
able water contacts. The left proﬁle is of
non-PSM-paired Chol and the right one
is of Chol that is paired to a PSM.
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phospholipid chains. In such a trajectory, the two-dimen-
sional angle (angle in the x,y-plane) formed by the centers of
mass of the phospholipid chain, the Chol, and the Chol
methyl groups, indicates on which face the chain is located
(angle . 90: a-face; angle , 90: b-face). This analysis
shows a clear preference (of ;60:40) of PSM to reside on a
neighboring Chol’s smooth a-face, while POPC shows no
face preference. In analogous simulations, Pandit et al. found
similar preferences of PSM and DOPC for the Chol faces (38).
The Chol face affects acyl-chain ordering: The saturated
acyl chains (both PSM chains and the palmitoyl in POPC)
are more ordered when next to a Chol a-face than when next
to a Chol b-face. For the POPC-oleoyl chain, there is no sig-
niﬁcant change in ordering between the Chol faces. The dif-
ferences in chain ordering between Chol a- and b-faces are
greater in PSM chains (with changes in the mean SCD order
of ;0.020) than in POPC-palmitoyl (changes of ;0.010).
This difference is probably related to the differences in the
tilt angles of Chols neighboring these phospholipids.
The changes in order on the two Chol faces are minor
when compared to the overall order increment of having a
Chol neighbor at all (which increases the mean SCD order by
0.030 – 0.070).
DISCUSSION
Cholesterol favors PSM over POPC
As established in the density and order proﬁles, already sin-
gle Chol molecules order and condense the bilayer locally.
Thus, no large phospholipid-Chol complexes or networks
are needed to initiate these ultimately macroscopic effects of
Chol. Moreover, just one Chol neighbor is enough to promote
signiﬁcant changes in PSM: Its hydrophobic thickness in-
creases, its acyl-chain order increases, its headgroup orienta-
tion becomes bimodal and resembles more closely that in an
all-PSM bilayer, and its rotational motions become slower.
Most of these changes are also visible in Chol neighboring
POPC, but with signiﬁcantly smaller magnitudes. In addi-
tion, having just one PSM neighbor signiﬁcantly reduces the
tilt of Chol. Taken together, these pieces of evidence con-
vincingly assert a preference, in the simulations, of Chol
for saturated SM over monounsaturated PC. The existence
of such a preferential interaction is in line with many
experiments.
Yet, the simulations do not support one of the main lines
of speculation on the origin of the SM-Chol interaction
speciﬁcity: direct H-bonding of SM donors to the Chol
oxygen. Instead, in the simulations, the PSM hydroxyl group
is constantly H-bonded to a phosphate oxygen of the same
molecule, while the PSM amide group forms H-bonds
almost exclusively to neighboring POPCs. Chol forms
hydrogen bonds through its hydroxyl group mainly to
POPC oxygens in the interfacial region, a consequence of the
higher number, greater partial charge, and greater ﬂexibility
of the POPC acceptors over the SM acceptors in the inter-
facial region.
Since the simulated system includes only monomers and
dimers of PSM and Chol, no conclusions should be drawn
from it on the PSM-Chol hydrogen bonding in a phase rich in
PSM and Chol. Still, the unique approach of this study, with
its dilute PSM and Chol concentration, shows that direct
PSM-Chol hydrogen bonds are of little importance in the
pairing of these molecules. Consequently, the initial forma-
tion of PSM-Chol enriched phases must be driven by alter-
native factors.
Alternatives to hydrogen bonding
Alternatives to hydrogen bonding include charge-pairing of
the phospholipid headgroup nitrogen moieties with Chol
oxygens, hydrophobic interactions, and van der Waals inter-
actions. The differences in PSM and POPC van der Waals
interactions with Chol are manifested in a greater Chol-
induced increase in PSM ordering than in POPC ordering, as
well as the clear preference of PSM for the smooth a-face of
Chol, which is not seen for POPC. Some evidence suggests
that charge pairs of the Chol polar group to the PSM choline
group are more stable than those to the POPC choline group.
This seems to originate from features related to structural
differences of POPC and PSM, namely the formation of the
PSM intramolecular hydrogen bonds and PSM choline group
intramolecular charge pairs to the PSM carbonyl oxygen.
What is more, the headgroup-free space above Chol allows
the PSM headgroup to adopt a bimodal orientation distri-
bution, which is also seen in one-component PSM bilayers.
Analysis of the water contact of the nonpolar parts of Chol
shows a small decrease in water contact for SM-neighboring
Chol versus Chol with only POPC neighbors. To a great part,
this decrease is explained by the PSM choline charge-pairing
to Chol, which provides clearly better water shielding than
similar charge-pairing of POPC choline.
Of these mechanisms, at least van der Waals and hydro-
phobic interactions should beneﬁt from small Chol tilts. The
ordering capability of Chol clearly decreases with increasing
tilt, and a more tilted Chol seemingly exposes more of its
nonpolar carbons to water. H-bonding of Chol to POPC ester
bond oxygens was found to increase the Chol tilt in com-
parison to Chol without such H-bonds. This raises the idea
that Chol H-bonding to POPC, an energetically very favorable
bond, competes with the other interactions mentioned above.
PSM has fewer and (at least in our force ﬁeld) weaker
H-bond acceptors in the interfacial region, and its peptide
bond renders the PSM less ﬂexible in the interfacial region.
Therefore, between PSM and Chol, H-bonding is weakened
and the other interactions become stronger, which leads to a
lower Chol tilt and improved ordering of surrounding lipids.
A central role of hydrophobicity in phospholipid-Chol in-
teractions has been suggested in connection with the concept
of hydrophobic mismatch (22). In that concept, Chol
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positions itself preferentially at boundaries of more and less
ordered patches not because of speciﬁc interactions but to
smooth the mismatch in hydrophobic thickness between the
regions. In our system, the monomeric (non-Chol neigh-
boring) PSM features a hydrophobic thickness similar to that
of the POPC matrix, but already a single Chol neighbor
raises the hydrophobic thickness of a PSM molecule signif-
icantly. Thus, a Chol molecule in a lipid bilayer allows for
differences in hydrophobic thickness to form. What is more,
due to differences in Chol interaction mechanisms with PSM
and POPC, Chol not only allows but also promotes differ-
ences in PSM and POPC hydrophobic thickness. The change
in PSM hydrophobic thickness is accompanied by a lowering
of the tilt angle of the neighboring Chol. It seems that Chol
can adapt to different hydrophobic environments by adjust-
ing its tilt angle.
In conclusion, this work suggests that the initial phases of
raft formation are not driven by direct H-bonding between
PSM and Chol. Rather, the ‘‘speciﬁc’’ nature of the inter-
action between these molecules is more subtle and comprises
a shift in interactions away from H-bonding toward electro-
static (charge-pair) interactions between PSM headgroups
and Chol oxygens, together with improved van der Waals
interactions and better water-shielding of Chol. Unlike direct
H-bonding, these latter interactions beneﬁt from a lower
Chol tilt, which in turn promotes higher ordering of hydro-
carbon chains. In addition, the concept of hydrophobic mis-
match seems to hold, in the sense that Chol smoothens a
difference in hydrophobic thickness that is itself created in
the ﬁrst place. In a bilayer of Chol and phospholipids with
different acyl-chain lengths, the role of hydrophobic mis-
match is probably more pronounced.
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